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ABSTRACT


This research deals with compound words used in novel “The Single Girl’s To-do List”. The research is aimed at describing the types and the meaning of compound words that are used in novel “The Single Girl’s To-do List”.

In achieving the objectives, the researcher uses descriptive qualitative as the type of the research. The data are in form of compound words. In collecting the data the writer uses documentation technique and the steps are reading the novel “The single Girl To-do List”, selecting and collecting the data systematically in accordance with the types and the meaning of compound words.

The results of this research show that there are three types of compound words. From 798 data of compound, there are 636 data as classified as endocentric compound, 37 data as copulative compound, and 125 data as exocentric compound. The writer also classifies the meaning of compounds in transparent and opaque meaning. The compounds which have a transparent meanings are 673 data, it is about 84,34% from all of the data. While, the compounds which have opaque meanings are 125 data or about 15,66% from the sum of data.

Keywords: compound word, compounding, type of compound